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INTRODUCTION
 .In 1930 Taketa has shown that the derived length dl G of a monomial
<  . <group G can be bounded by the number cd G of irreducible complex
character degrees of G, namely
dl G F cd G . .  .
 . <  . <Since then the relationship between dl G and cd G in solvable groups
has been studied intensively; the main results are
 . <  . <  w x.dl G F 2 cd G for any solvable group G cf. Gluck 3 , and
 . <  . <  w x.dl G F cd G for any group G of odd order cf. Berger 1 .
 .But there are reasons to doubt whether a linear bound of dl G in terms of
<  . <cd G is really asymptotically best possible. Isaacs has conjectured that
there should be a logarithmic bound for the derived length in terms of the
number of character degrees.
In this paper we consider this problem for A-groups, i.e., solvable groups
all Sylow subgroups of which are abelian. Here we get a much stronger
upper bound than in the general case. Namely we prove: If for n g N
h n [ max dl G G is an A-group with cd G s n , 4 .  .  .
 .then for all n with h n G 16
ln n
h n F 6 q 5, .
ln ln n
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but on the other hand there are infinitely many n g N with
1r2ln n
q 1 F h n . /ln ln n
 .see Theorem 2.4 . To get the upper bound, we must asymptotically
optimize the bound for the derived length of a solvable group acting
faithfully and completely reducible on a vector space V in terms of dim V
in the case that G is even an A-group. This is done in the first section of
this work; in the second one we prove our main result.
Results and Proofs
 .Notation. All groups considered in this paper are finite. Irr G is the
 .   . <set of irreducible complex characters of G, and cd G [ x 1 x g
 .4Irr G .
 .If G is abelian, then d G is the minimal number of generators of G.
 .  < < <4For a group G let p G s p p is a prime dividing G . If p is a set of
 4primes and n g N, then n is the p-part of n; in case of p s p for ap
single prime p we write n instead of n . ln x is the natural logarithm ofp  p4
u v  < 4a positive real number x. For x g R we let x s max n g N n y 1 - x .
 .  .If N eG and l g Irr N , then I l is the inertia group of l in G, andG]
 .Irr G, l is the set of irreducible characters of G whose restriction on N
contains l as an irreducible constituent. All other notation is standard.
1. A BOUND FOR THE DERIVED LENGTH OF LINEAR
A-GROUPS
 .1.1. LEMMA. Let G be an A-group with dl G s k g N. Then
dl GrC Gky1. s k y 1. . .G
ky1.  .If N is a normal subgroup of G with N l G s 1, then dl GrN s k.
Proof. For k s 1 there is nothing to do. So let k G 2. Assume that
  ky1...ky2. ky2.  ky1.. ky1.GrC G s 1. Then G F C G and thus 1 - GG G
 ky2..  ky2.. ky2.s G 9 F Z G . Therefore G is nilpotent and hence abelian.
 .ky1.This contradiction shows the first assertion, and as GrN s
ky1. ky1.G NrN ( G ) 1, the second assertion follows.
w xThe following lemma can completely be derived from 9, Section 1 , but
we give a more convenient proof.
 .1.2. LEMMA. Let G be an A-group with dl G s k g N. Then there exists
a subgroup H F G with the following properties:
 .  . 1 H s Q . . . Q with Q g Syl H i s 1, . . . , k , where the q i s1 k i q ii
.1, . . . , k are mutually distinct primes.
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 .  . w x2 Q F N Q whene¨er i F j, and Q , Q s Q for i s 2, . . . , k;i G j iy1 i i
thus
Q ( H  iy1.rH  i. for i s 1, . . . , k .i
Furthermore Q s Gky1. is a minimal normal subgroup of G.k
 .  .  w3 If N e H with N l Q s 1, then dl HrN s k and thus by 4,k]
.x  .  .  ..VI, 14.16b naturally p HrN s p H s dl H .
Proof. If we have p -groups P F G for mutually distinct primes pi i i
 .  .i s 1, . . . , l for some l g N such that P F N P for all i F j, then wei G j
define the groups PU as follows: PU s P and recursively PU si l l i
 U .  .P rC P i s 1, . . . , l y 1 .i P iq1i w xWith this notation by 9, 1.6 we have the following:
 .) Let N eG and assume that G [ GrN possesses a subgroup]
J s P ??? P for some l g N with the following properties: P g Syl J1 l i p i
 .  .with mutually distinct primes p i s 1, . . . , l , P F N P for all i F j andi i G j
U  .P ) 1 for all i. Then G possesses p -subgroups Q i s 1, . . . , l withi i i
U .Q NrN s P for all i, Q F N Q for all i F j and Q ) 1 for all i.i i i G j i
Now we prove our lemma by induction on k. For k s 1 the assertion is
 .clear. Let k G 2. Now by induction and 1.1 we get a group J s P ???1
ky1. .P F GrC G with P g Syl J for mutually distinct primesky1 G i qi
 .  . w xky1.q i s 1, . . . , k y 1 , P F N P for all i F j and P , P s Pi i G r C G . j iy1 i iG
U U Uw x  .for i s 2, . . . , k y 1. Hence obviously P , P s P i s 2, . . . , k y 1iy1 i i
U Uwhich together with P ) 1 successively yields P ) 1 for all i.ky1 i
Ä .  .Thus with ) we see that there exist q -groups Q F G i s 1, . . . , k y 1i i
Ä Ä ÄU .such that Q F N Q for all i F j and Q ) 1 for all i.i G j i
Ä Äw xNow put Q s Q and Q s Q , Q for i s 2, . . . , k y 1. Let q be a1 1 i iy1 i k
prime such that Q acts nontrivially on Q g Syl Gky1., and let Q F Qky1 q kk w xbe a minimal normal subgroup of the group Q ??? Q Q , Q . Now1 ky1 ky1
w .x w xput H s Q ??? Q . By 4, III, 13.3b we have Q , Q s Q for i s1 k iy1 i i
w x 2, . . . , k y 1. Furthermore clearly Q , Q s Q and thus as G is anky1 k k
.  4A-group q f q , . . . , q . Now an easy induction on i shows thatk 1 ky1
 i.  .  .H s Q ??? Q for i s 0, . . . , k y 1, and 1 and 2 are established.iq1 k
 .Finally 3 is a consequence of 1.1.
1.3. DEFINITION. For convenience we call a group H with the proper-
 .  .ties 1 ] 3 described in 1.2 a tower group of length k. The trivial group is
a tower group of length 0.
 . <  . <1.4. LEMMA. Let H be an A-group with dl H s p H \ k g N , and0
 .  .put p s p H . Let N e H. Then there are p : p i s 1, 2 and toweri]
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Ç< <  .  .groups H of length p with p H s p i s 1, 2 , such that p s p j pi i i i 1 2
 .  . < <i.e., disjoint union , H F HrN and H F N. In particular, dl H s p1 2 i i
 .  .  .  .i s 1, 2 and dl H s dl H q dl H .1 2
Proof. At first note that by 1.2 instead of tower groups H it suffices toi
Ç .  .find p : p i s 1, 2 with p s p j p and U g Hall HrN andi 1 2 1 p 1
 .  . < <U g Hall N with dl U s p .2 p i i2
Assume that such p and U do not necessarily exist and that H is ai i
counterexample of minimal order.
If H was no tower group, then there would exist a tower group H* - H
of length k, and with N* [ N l H*e H* induction would yield p : pi]
Ç .  .i s 1, 2 with p s p j p and U g Hall H*rN* and U g1 2 1 p 21
 .  . < <  .Hall N* with dl U s p i s 1, 2 . So as N* F N and H*rN* (p i i2
H*NrN F HrN, we would get the assertion also for H against our choice
of H. Hence H is a tower group of length k.
 .Let the notation be as in 1.2. If Q l N s 1, then let p s p HrN s pk 1
  ..cf. 1.2 3 , p s f, U s HrN and U s 1 so that all of our demands are2 1 2
fulfilled against the choice of H. Thus Q F N.k
 .  . Next suppose that N F C Q . Then by 1.1 dl HrN s k y 1 and asH k
w x.  .  4Q F N and by 4, VI, 14.16b surely p HrN s q , . . . , q . Hencek 1 ky1
 4take p s q and p s p R p , U s Q and U s HrN which shows2 k 1 2 2 k 1
 .that H is no counterexample. Hence we have N Fu C Q .H k
 .Now apply induction to H [ HrC Q and its normal subgroupH k
 .  .  .N [ NC Q rC Q ( NrC Q ) 1. Consequently there exist r :H k H k N k i
 .  4  .  .  .p H s q , . . . , q i s 1, 2 , V g Hall HrN and V g Hall N1 ky1 1 r 2 r1 2Ç  4  . < <such that r j r s q , . . . , q and dl V s r for i s 1, 2. Now put1 2 1 ky1 i i
Ç  4  .p s r j q and let U g Hall N . Since V acts faithfully and co-2 2 k 2 p 22
 . < <  .primely on Q , we surely have dl V Q s r q 1 and therefore dl U sk 2 k 2 2
< < < <  .r q 1 s p . Furthermore let p [ r and U g Hall HrN . As2 2 1 1 1 p 1
  .. < <  .  . < <HrN ( Hr NC Q , we clearly have p G dl U G dl V s p , i.e.H k 1 1 1 1
 . < <  .dl U s p . So the p and U i s 1, 2 are such as described at the1 1 i i
beginning of the proof against the choice of H.
Hence there does not exist any counterexample, and we are done.
Now we can prove the main theorem of this section, which generalizes
w xand improves Lemma 6 of 6 ; the structure of the proof remains the same
w xand thus follows the one of 3.9 in 8 .
 .For the rest of the paper let p s 2, 3, . . . be the sequence of alli ig N
 . w xprime numbers in their natural order. By the formulas 1.C in 2 it
immediately follows that for all n g N we have
n
ny1 2 n2n F p F 2n . i
is1
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In the following we will use freely these bounds.
1.5. DEFINITION. For m, k g N and a set p of primes we say
 .`` A m, k, p is true'' if and only if there are k mutually distinct primes
q , . . . , q in p such that m G  k q .1 k is1 i
1.6. THEOREM. Let G be an A-group. Then the following holds:
 .a If G is a subgroup of the symmetric group S for an m g N, thenm
  ..A m, dl G r2 , p G is true. .
 .In particular, if dl G G 2, then
 .dl G r2y1u  . vdl G r2 dl G .
m G p G 2 , i  /2is1
which implies
ln mr2
dl G - 4 q 2 for m G 6. .
ln ln mr2
 . w xb Let V / 0 be a faithful F G -module o¨er a field with characteristic
< <   ..not di¨ iding G . If m s dim V, then A m, dl G y 1 r2 , p G is true. . .F
 .In particular, if dl G G 3, then
  . .dl G y3 r2u  . . vdl G y1 r2 dl G y 1 .
m G p G 2 , i  /2is1
which implies
ln mr2
dl G - 4 q 3 for m G 6. .
ln ln mr2
< <Proof. The proof is by induction on G m, i.e., among all counterexam-
< <ples to the theorem choose one with G m minimal. Thus by 1.2 G is a
 .tower group, and we take the notation given in 1.2; in particular k s dl G .
 .Put p s p G .
 4First suppose that G is a subgroup of S , and let V s 1, . . . , m .m
Assume that V is the disjoint union of nonempty G-invariant subsets D1
 < g 4  .and D , then let C s g g G v s v for all v g D eG i s 1, 2 . As2 i i ]
C l C s 1, we have without loss of generality C l Q s 1 and thus by1 2 1 k
 .  .  .  < <1.2 3 dl GrC s dl G s k . Thus by induction A D ,1 1
 .. < <dl GrC r2 , p GrC is true which yields, as m G D , the assertion .1 1 1
for G and m against that G is a counterexample. Hence G acts transi-
tively on V.
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If G acts imprimitively on V, we may write V as a disjoint union
V s V j ??? j V with 1 - t - m for subsets V permuted by G. Let1 t i
 < g 4N s g g G V s V for all i eG. Then GrN transitively and faithfullyi i ]
< <permutes the V . Now each V is N-invariant and V s mrt for all i,i i i
because G transitively permutes the V . We apply 1.4 to G and N andi
Ç .thus find p i s 1, 2 with p j p s p and tower groups H of lengthi 1 2 i
< <  .  .p with p H s p i s 1, 2 , such that H F GrN and H F N. So Hi i i 1 2 1
faithfully permutes the V , and the inductive hypothesis implies thati
 < < .A t, p r2 , p is true. Furthermore for H as in the last paragraph1 1 2
 .follows that there is a j such that for C [ C V we have C lH j2
H dl H 2 .y 1. s 1 and thus H rC F S , whence by induction2 2 < V <j
  ..   ..A mrt , dl H rC r2 , p H rC and by 1.2 3 thus also .2 2
 < < .A mrt, p r2 , p are true. So as m s t ? mrt, p l p s B and more-2 2 1 2
u v u . vover n r2 q n r2 G n q n r2 for all n , n g N, we altogetheru v1 2 1 2 1 2
 < < < < .  .see that A m, p q p r2 , p j p s A m, kr2 , p is true whichu v .1 2 1 2
is a contradiction.
We can now assume that G acts primitively on V.
Now G has a minimal normal subgroup M that is a faithful GrM-
module, i.e., M s Q , and since G is a primitive permutation group, wek
< < < < lhave m s V s Q s q for an integer l. The inductive hypothesis im-k k
  .. plies that A l, dl GrQ y 1 r2 , p GrQ s A l, dl G y 2 r2 , .  . . .k k
l 4.  .p R q is true. Since m s q G l ? q , we get that A m, dl G r2 , p is .k k k
true although G was chosen to be a counterexample. This gives the
desired result in case of G F S .m
w xWe now assume that V is a faithful F G -module of dimension m and
of coprime characteristic. If K is any extension field of F, then V m K isF
w xa faithful K G -module of dimension m and of coprime characteristic.
Hence it involves no loss of generality to assume that F is algebraically
closed. Assume that V s V [ V for two nontrivial G-modules. As1 2
 .  .  .   ..C V l C V s 1, we have, say, Q l C V s 1 and thus by 1.2 3G 1 G 2 k G 1
  ..  .   ..dl GrC V s dl G s k and so p GrC V s p whence by induc-G 1 G 1
 .tion A dim V , k y 1 r2 , p is true, and m G dim V shows that .F 1 F 1
again G is no counterexample in this case. Thus V is an irreducible
G-module.
If V is not quasi-primitive quasi-primitivity means that V is homoge-T
.neous for all T eG , we choose CeG maximal such that V is notC] ]
homogeneous and write V s V [ ??? [ V for homogeneous componentsC 1 s
V of V , s ) 1. Now GrC transitively and faithfully permutes the V cf.i C i
w x.8, 0.2 . Thus dim V s mrs for each i. Now we apply 1.4 to G and CF i
Ç .which yields p i s 1, 2 with p j p s p and furthermore tower groupsi 1 2
< <  .  .H of length p with p H s p i s 1, 2 such that H F GrC andi i i i 1
H F C. Considering the action of H on V [ ??? [ V , we see as in the2 2 1 s
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 .last paragraph that there must be a j such that for C [ C V we have0 H j2dlH 2 .-1.  s  . .C l H s 1 because F C V s 1 . Now induction shows that0 2 is1 H i2
  ..  < < .A mrs, dl H rC y 1 r2 , p H rC s A mrs, p y 1 r2 , p .  . .2 0 2 0 2 2
is true. We also apply induction to the permutation action of H on1
 4  < < .V , . . . , V to conclude that A s, p r2 , p is true. So as m s mrs ? s,1 s 1 1
Ç < < < < .altogether follows that A m, p q p y 1 r2 , p j p s .1 2 1 2
 .A m, k y 1 r2 , p is true which is a contradiction. Thus we assume .
that V is quasi-primitive.
Since F is algebraically closed and V is quasi-primitive, every normal
 w x.abelian subgroup of G is cyclic and central in G cf. 8, Chap. 1 . Since G
is a tower group, we have G s Q , i.e., k s 1 and G is cyclic of primek
 u . v .  .order, and so A m, k y 1 r2 , p s A m, 0, p trivially is true and G is
no counterexample. This establishes the main assertions of the theorem.
 . .  .  . x r2y1As to the bounds for dl G , in a we put y s h x s 2 xr2 for
  .. y1 .  .x G 2, i.e, y G 2. Thus we have m G h dl G resp. h m G dl G . Now
 .  .ln y s ln 2 q xr2 y 1 ln xr2, and so for x ) 2 and y ) 2 we have
y
lnx 2s q 1 q . .x2 ln
2
Hence ln xr2 G ln ln yr2 y ln ln xr2 ) ln ln yr2 y ln xr2, as ln z )
1  .ln ln z for all z ) 1. Thus ln xr2 ) ln ln yr2. With q this yields for2
y1 .  .  .y G 6 that h y s x s 2 ln yr2rln xr2 q 2 - 4 ln yr2rln ln yr2 q
 .2, and the formula in a is shown. Analogously one derives the bound for
 .  .dl G in b .
 .1.7. COROLLARY. Let G be an A-group with dl G s k g N. Then
 i.  iq1.  i.  .  ..  4A d G rG , i y 1 r2 , p GrG is true for all i g 1, . . . , k y 1 . .
In particular
 .u . v iy3 r2iy1 r2 i y 1
 i.  iq1.d G rG G p G 2 for i s 3, . . . , k y 1, .  j  /2js1
 .and d G0rG - G 2.
 iq1. 4  .Proof. Let i g 1, . . . , k y 1 be fixed. Put G s GrG . Then dl G
 i.  i.  .  ..s i q 1, and we have to show that A d G , i y 1 r2 , p GrG is .
true. Now by 1.2 let H s Q ??? Q F G be a tower group of length1 iq1
i q 1 in G, where the Q are the Sylow subgroups as described in 1.2.j
 i.  i.   .Hence Q s H F G , whence it suffices to show that A d Q ,iq1 iq1
u . v  4.  .i y 1 r2 , q , . . . , q is true. For this put H [ HrC Q . By 1.1 we1 i 0 H iq1
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 .have dl H s i, and H acts faithfully and coprimely on Q . Conse-0 0 iq1
  . u  . . v  ..quently 1.6 implies that A d Q , dl H y 1 r2 , p H siq 1 0 0
  . u . v  4.A d Q , i y 1 r2 , q , . . . , q is true, and we are done.iq1 1 i
1.8. EXAMPLE. Here we want to show that the bound on the derived
 .length given in 1.6 b is asymptotically best possible.
For m g N by Z we denote the cyclic group of order m. Rememberm
 .that p is the sequence of the prime numbers in their natural order.i ig N
Let n g N. We put G s Z and inductively G s G X Z i.e.n, n p n, i n, iq1 pn i
.the regular wreath product for i s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 1. Finally we let
G s G .n n, 1
 .Surely all Sylow subgroups of G are elementary abelian, dl G s n,n n
 .  .and there are p -Sylow subgroups P i s 1, . . . , n such that P F N Pi i i G jn
 .for i - j. Moreover one easily verifies that P ??? P s G i s 1, . . . , n ,1 i i
 . < <that P is a faithful P . . . P -module i s 2, . . . , n and that P si 1 iy1 i
pP
iy1
js1 pj., i.e.,i
iy1
d P s p for i s 1, . . . , n. . i j
js1
For convenience in the following we regard G for n G 3.nq1
 .We consider P as a vector space over GF p , on which G snq1 nq1 n
P . . . P acts faithfully and completely reducibly. Then clearly we have1 n
 . n 2 ndl G s n and m [ dim P s  p F 2n , and asn G F  p . nq1 js1 jnq 1
1 ln 2 q 2n ln n 1 ln 2 q 2n ln n
n G G
3 ln n 3 ln ln 2 q 2n ln n .
1 ln 2n2 n 1 ln  n p .  .js1 js G n2 n3 3 ln ln  pln ln 2n .  .js1 j
 .the last, as n G 3 and ln xrln ln x is increasing for x G 16 , we have
1 ln m
dl G G for n G 3 resp. m G 30 , .  .n 3 ln ln m
 . .which shows that the bound for dl G in 1.6b asymptotically is the right
one.
 . <  . <2. BOUNDING dl G IN TERMS OF cd G
2.1. LEMMA. Let G be a group. Suppose that there exists a subgroup
 .  .  .U F Z G with d U s s G 0. Put p s p U . Assume that G acts on a
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 .¨ector space V o¨er a field F of coprime characteristic, such that U l C VG
s 1. Then there are s orbits of G on V whose lengths ha¨e mutually distinct
p-parts, and all of these p-parts are greater than 1.
w x  .  .Proof. As V s G, V = C G , we may assume that C G s 1. Fur-V V
thermore naturally we may assume that G acts faithfully on V and that
U ) 1. Now we prove the assertion by induction on n [ dim V:F
If n s 1, then clearly s s 1, and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of F=,
so that the assertion follows.
Now let dim V s n G 2, and let V be an irreducible G-submodule ofF 0
 .V. Then GrC V acts faithfully and irreducibly on V whence its centerG 0 0
  ..  .  .   ..is cyclic. Thus Ur U l C V ( UC V rC V F Z GrC V isG 0 G 0 G 0 G 0
  ..  .cyclic, and so s* [ d U l C V G d U y 1 s s y 1. Now byG 0
Maschke's theorem let V s V [ V with a G-invariant module V . If0 1 1
s* s s, then clearly V ) 0, and we may apply induction to the action of G1
  .  ..with its subgroup U l C V F Z G on V so that we are done in thisG 0 1
case.
 .It remains s* s s y 1. Choose ¨ g V with C ¨ - U; in particular0 0 U 0
< G < <  . < < <  .  .¨ ) 1, i.e., C ¨ - G ) . As U l C V acts faithfully on V ,p p p0 G 0 G 0 1
 .we can apply induction to the action of C ¨ on V which yieldsG 0 1
< CG¨ 0 . <  .¨ , . . . , ¨ g V such that the ¨ i s 1, . . . , s y 1 arep U l C V ..1 sy1 1 i G 0
<  . < mutually distinct and all are greater than 1, i.e., the C ¨ i spC ¨ . iG 0
. <  . <  .1, . . . , s y 1 are mutually distinct and all are smaller than C ¨ )) .pG 0
 .Now we put w [ ¨ and w [ ¨ q ¨ i s 1, . . . , s y 1 . At the mo-0 0 i i 0
 4ment fix i g 1, . . . , s y 1 . Then we have the following equivalences:
g g C w m ¨ g q ¨ g s ¨ q ¨ .G i i 0 i 0
m ¨ g y ¨ s ¨ y ¨ g g V l V s 0i i 0 0 0 1
m g g C ¨ l C ¨ . .  .G i G 0
 .  .  .Hence C w s C ¨ . As i was arbitrarily chosen, by )) we haveG i C ¨ . iG 0
<  . <  .that the C w i s 1, . . . , s y 1 are mutually distinct and all arepG i
<  . <  . < <smaller than C w which by ) is smaller than G . This implies thatp pG 0
G  .the orbits w i s 0, . . . , s y 1 fulfill the assertion of the lemma.i
2.2. LEMMA. Let p be a set of primes and G be a sol¨ able group. Let P
be a normal p-subgroup of G such that P lies in the center of a p-Hall-sub-
group of G. Suppose that G acts faithfully on a ¨ector space V o¨er a field of
<  . <  .characteristic not di¨ iding C P . Let d P s s g N. Then G possesses onG
V s orbits whose lengths ha¨e mutually distinct p-parts, which are all greater
than 1.
<  . <Proof. We proceed by induction on GrC P .G
 .  .If G s C P , then P F Z G , and 2.1 yields the wanted result.G
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 . <  . <Now let GrC P ) 1. Surely p ¦ GrC P for all p g p . Thus takeG G
 . < <  .N eG such that C P F N and G : N s q for a prime q f p . ByG]
 . < N <  .induction there are ¨ g V i s 1, . . . , s such that the ¨ i s 1, . . . , spi i
 :are mutually distinct and all are greater than 1. Let GrN s hN for a
q  4h g G. Then h g N. Now fix an i g 1, . . . , s . So we have
h NN h¨ s ¨ .  .i i
and thus
qy1
NjG h¨ s ¨ q . . .Di i
js0
 h j.N  hk .N  4 < G <If ¨ l ¨ s B for all j, k g 0, . . . , q y 1 with j / k, then ¨i i i
< N <s q ¨ . But if not, then it is easy to see that there exist a t g N and ani
 4 hl t N hm l Nl g 1, . . . , q y 1 such that ¨ s ¨ g ¨ . But then also ¨ g ¨ for alli i i i i
 . h j Nm g N as is easily shown by induction on m , i.e., ¨ g ¨ for alli i
 . G Nj s 0, . . . , q y 1 whence q implies ¨ s ¨ .i i
< G <So as i was arbitrary, altogether for all j s 1, . . . , s we have ¨ gj
N N G N < < < <4 < < < <¨ , q ¨ ; in particular ¨ s ¨ . Hence we are done.p pj j j j
The following well-known lemma exactly tells us how to get the irre-
ducible character degrees in an A-group and thus is crucial for the proof
of our main theorem.
 .2.3. LEMMA. Let G be an A-group, N eG and l g Irr N . Then l can]
  .. G  . G .be extended to a l g Irr I l . Thus l g Irr G and l 1 s0 G 0 0
< < <  . <  .G r I l l 1 .G
Proof. The existence of l follows by the theory of extending charac-0
w x  .  .ters in 5 , cf. 6.26 , 8.26 and the bottom of p. 140; the rest of the lemma
is Clifford theory.
 .  .2.4. THEOREM. a Let G be an A-group with dl G G 16. Then
ln cd G .
dl G F 6 q 5. .
ln ln cd G .
 .b If n G 16, then for the groups G introduced in 1.8 we ha¨en
1r2
ln cd G .n
h cd G G dl G G q 1 .  . .n n  /ln ln cd G .n
  . <  . < .and as dl G s n, the cd G become arbitrarily large .n n
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 .Proof. a In the following we will freely use 2.3.
Assume that the theorem is false, and let G be a counterexample of
 .minimal order. Put k s dl G . First assume that there exists a minimal
ky1.  .normal subgroup N of G with 1 - N - G . Then dl GrN s k, and
induction yields the assertion for GrN, whence it also follows for G, as
 .  . <  . <  .cd GrN : cd G , cd GrN G dl GrN G 16 by Taketa's theorem and
because ln xrln ln x is increasing for x G 16. Hence Gky1. is a minimal
normal subgroup of G and consequently is an elementary abelian q-group
for a prime q.
ky1. ky1. ky1. .  .Next assume that C G ) G . Then put G s GrC GG G
 ky1..F Aut G , and build the corresponding semidirect product H [
;
ky1.  .  .  .GG . As by 1.1 dl G s k y 1, surely dl H s k. Now let x g Irr H .
ky1. .  .  .  .If x g Irr HrG , then x 1 g cd G : cd G .
 ky1..  .  ky1..If x f Irr HrG , then x g Irr H, l for a 1 / l g Irr G .
 .  .Now l can be extended to I l , so let l be such an extension. If ?, ?H 0 G
denotes the inner product on the class functions on G, by Frobenius
w .x. w .x.reciprocity 5, 5.2 and Gallagher's theorem 5, 6.17 we have
ky1.Irr I l , l s c g Irr I l c , l / 0ky1. .  .  . 4 .  .H H G G
I l.Hs c g Irr I l c , l / 0 . .  .  . 5I lH H
ky1.s l b b g Irr I l rG . 4 .0 H
w  .x.and thus by Clifford-correspondence 5, 6.11
< <HH
x 1 s l m 1 s m 1 .  .  .  .0 I l .H
for a suitable m g Irr I l rGky1. . . .H
 ky1..  .  .   .  ky1... ky1.As C G F I l , clearly I l s I l rC G G , andG G H G G
  .  ky1...thus we can read m as an element of Irr I l rC G :G G
  . ky1..  .Irr I l rG . So if l is an extension of l to I l , likewise we haveG 1 G
 .G  .l m g Irr G, l , and hence1
ky1. ky1.< < < < < <H G G C G .G
x 1 s m 1 s m 1 .  .  .ky1.ky1. < <I l I l G .  .C G .H GG
< <G Gs m 1 s l m 1 g cd G . .  .  .  .1I l .G
 .  .Thus altogether we have cd H : cd G , so that induction applied to H
 .yields a contradiction to the choice of G because k G 16, as above .
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 ky1.. ky1. ky1.Hence we have C G s G . Thus G g Syl G. Let H gG q
 . ky1. ky1.Hall G . Then H acts faithfully on G , and G s HG . So weq9
ky1.  .regard G as GF q H-module.
Now
ky1. ÇIrr G s Irr GrG j Irr G, l , .  . . D
ky1. .1/lgIrr G
 .  .  < < <  . <.  .and, as seen above, for any x g Irr G, l we have x 1 s G r I l m 1G
  . ky1.. w  .xwith a m g Irr I l rG . By 5, 13.24 the actions of H onG
 ky1.. ky1.  ky1..Irr G and on G are permutation isomorphic, so if r : Irr G
ky1. <  . < <   .. <ª G is the corresponding isomorphism, then I l s C r l ,H H
whence we have
cd G s cd GrGky1. .  .
< <H
ky1. y1 ky1. 4j b 1 ¨ g G R 1 , b g Irr I r ¨ rG . .  . . .¨ ¨ G 5C ¨ .H
 < H < < ky1.4  . <  . < < <So we have M [ ¨ ¨ g G : cd G and thus cd G G M . Now
by 1.2 let H F H be a tower group of length k y 1. Then H ky2. g Syl H0 0 p 0
for a prime p. Let P g Syl H ky2., clearly P e H. As by 1.7 we havep ]
 .ky3 r2u vky2. ky2. ky2.js1 .d H G  p \ x, and as H F H , it follows0 j 0
 . < <  .d P G x. Hence by 2.2 we have M G x G 16 as k G 16 .
Now we have
u . v u . vky5 r2 2 ky3 r2k y 3 k y 3
2 F x F 2 /  /2 2
 .  .  .  .and so ln x G k y 5 r2 ln k y 3 r2 and ln ln x F ln k y 2 ln k y 2 r
.2 q ln 2 F 2 ln k. Hence
ln x k y 5 ln k y 3 r2 k y 5 1 k y 5 .
G G s .
ln ln x 2 2 ln k 2 3 6
So finally
< <ln x ln M ln cd G .
dl G s k F 6 q 5 F 6 q 5 F 6 q 5, .
< <ln ln x ln ln M ln ln cd G .
which is the wanted result.
 .b Let n G 15, and we show the assertion for G . We adopt thenq1
 .notation introduced in 1.8. Now if x g Irr G , then by Ito's theoremnq1
 . < < <  < < < <4x 1 G rP ; so if D [ s g N s G rP , then simply wenq1 nq1 n nq1 nq1
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<  . < < <have cd G F D . Asnq1 n
n
iy1 p .js 1 j< <G rP s p ,nq1 nq1 i
is1
< < n  iy1 . n i n  2 i.we have D s  1 q  p F   p F  2 i sn is1 js1 j is1 js1 j is1
n n i.2 < < n nq12  i . Thus ln D F n ln 2 q 2 i ln i F n ln 2 q 2H x lnis1 n is1 1
1 12 2 2 .  .  .  .  .x dx s n ln 2 q n q 1 ln n q 1 y n q 1 q F n q 1 ln n q 1 .2 2
< <  .nq1.2  .nq1.2 This shows D F n q 1 . As furthermore ln n q 1 rln ln n qn
.nq1.2 2  .  . 1 F n as n G 3 , and since dl G s n q 1 G 16 whence bynq1
<  . < .Taketa's result cd G G 16 , we concludenq1
1r2
ln cd G .nq1 q 1 F dl G , .nq1 /ln ln cd G .nq1
as wanted.
 .2.5. Remark. a As p G 2 for all j, in 1.7 for any A-group G we alsoj
can conclude
d G i.rG iq1. G 2 iy1.r2. for i G 3. .
Using this instead of 1.7 in the proof of 2.4, one gets the following, as
easily may be checked:
 .If G is an A-group with dl G G 5, then
dl G F 2 log cd G q 3. .  .2
Naturally this result is asymptotically weaker than 2.4, but for small
<  . <values of cd G it yields better bounds than 2.4.
 .b Arguing similarly as in the proof of 2.4 also yields the following
result:
 .Let G be a solvable group and suppose that dl G s k G 3 and that G
< < ky1. <possesses a normal abelian p-Sylow subgroup P for a prime p G .
Assume that G acts faithfully on a vector space V over a finite field of
<  . <characteristic not dividing C P . By GV we denote the semidirectG
product of G and V with respect to the action of G on V. Then
dl GV F 2 log cd GV q 4. .  .2
w  .x  .Proof. First note that by 5, Problem 6.18 every l g Irr V is ex-
 . w x  .tendible to I l . Now by 8, 12.1 V * [ Irr V is a faithful G-module,GV
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and so as in the proof of 2.4 with Gallagher's theorem we conclude
< <G
G< < < 4cd GV = M* [ l g Irr V s ¨ ¨ g V * . .  . 5I l .G
 . <  . <Now surely C P s P = K for a suitable K and thus p ¦ C P 9 . So ifG G
  .. ky1.  ky2..  .dl GrC P F k y 2, then G s G 9 F C P 9 contradictingG G
< < ky1. <   .. w xp G , and so we have dl GrC P G k y 1. As by 7, 7.11 we haveG
 .   ..   . .C P s C Prf P where f P is the Frattini subgroup of P ,G r P G r P
 .  . w .xGrC P acts faithfully on Prf P so that 8, 3.12a yieldsG
k y 1 F dl GrC P F 2 log d Prf P q 2 s 2 log d P q 2 .  .  . . .G 2 2
 . ky3.r2whence d P G 2 . Hence by 2.2, applied to the action of G on V *,
<  . < < < ky3.r2we have cd GV G M* G 2 , i.e.,
dl GV F k q 1 F 2 log cd GV q 4 .  .2
which is the wanted result.
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